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"Stacy is a true expert in her field and a terrific 

communicator.  Many thanks!" - S.T. 

 

"Stacy was amazing and the strategies that were 

brought to the table for the attendees were 

extraordinary!" - M.M.

905-808-2159 stacy@stacymaynard.com @sociallystacy

Quoted along side of Digital Industry Greats such as Sprout Social, Point Source and Hub Spot, I help my one 

on one clients and community make their LinkedIn profiles profitable while developing a connection & 

content strategy for business growth. 

 

With a focus on LinkedIn & Multi Media Engagement, I bring a blend of business smarts and tech geekiness to 

all my work, training and events. 

 

As Trainer, Speaker, Action Taker and Author of "30 Day Dominate LinkedIn Challenge", I wear a lot of hats. 

I am multi-passionate and focus on helping businesses & corporations gain the advantage in this digital 

world. From LinkedIn… to video… to personal branding, I am an award-winning entrepreneur with an 

extensive background in marketing and corporate branding. This includes many years creating Social Media 

strategies, LinkedIn, Video & Social Media training, podcasting and online personal branding. 



 

AUTHENTIC & REAL 

"Stacy will leave you educated 

and entertained!" 

BOOKING INFO CONTACT

TOPICS

Keynote Presentations - up to 60 mins 

In-House Workshop - 3 hours or full day 

Consulting - hourly rates or retainer options

Whether you want to showcase your thought leadership, 

increase your clients, consistent visibility, or start building your 

personal brand, Stacy can deliver in-house seminars, customized 

workshops or conference presentations. She can guarantee that 

the presentation will be relevant to your audience, and everyone 

will leave with practical knowledge and templates to work with. 

 

Build the brand, Get the leads: Learn to focus your brand for 

the right audience by building relationships with your target 

audience. Optimize your LinkedIn profile for your brand and 

learn Stacy's system to generate consistent leads. 

 

Stop Selling, Start Showing: Learn how to incorporate multi- 

media engagement into your LinkedIn content strategy. Learn 

proven techniques from Stacy to establish the trust you need. 

 

How to turn your LinkedIn Profile into a client magnet:  

In this step-by-step presentation, Stacy will focus on how to use 

your LinkedIn profile to attract the "right" people. 
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